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Vasari Diagram
Design, functionalities and applications
The Vasari Diagram is an open access tool for data
visualization, designed to make accessible and easy
to study the networks and semantic connections of
old masters in Wikipedia. Painters are not only
present in Wikipedia by their own pages but also by
numerous other pages, referring to them. Who
mentions the old masters? What are the reasons and
in what context does it happen? The Vasari Diagram
aims to answer these questions by visualizing, in a
clear and user friendly manner, some of the most
important connections of many painters to historical
and contemporary personalities, museum collections,
various Wikimedia lists, iconographic topics, stylistic
movements and other semantic fields. This extensive

set of information is organized in a readable fashion
and can be intuitively and rapidly browsed. The
networks of individual painters can be compared to
each other, in order to evaluate the place hold by
everyone in the Wikipedia sphere. More importantly,
the graphs reveal the predominant semantic fields of
every painter. With the Vasari Diagram it is possible
to explore the constantly evolving Wikipedia
dimension of Art history and inspire both new
pedagogical and research methods in the field. The
project is named after the 16th century painter
Giorgio Vasari, who gathered and published, for the
first time, a vast collection of artistic biographies.
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1. General description
The Vasari Diagram is composed by two circular
modules: a left circle and a right circle. The left
circle displays a chronological window of 50 years,
containing a random selection of painters born
before, the same year and after the painter of interest.

The Wikipedia networks of the selected painter
appear in the right circle, organized in various
sections such as “art style”, “art movement”, “artistic
theme”, “art museum”, “events in a specific year”,
“Wikimedia list article” and “human”. The section
“human” is subdivided into “male” and “female”,
and into “painter” and “non-painter”, offering the
possibility to explore more specifically the profiles of
all related personalities. Every name redirects to its
own current Wikipedia page. The personal names are
chronologically organized: the starting point is
always at noon when a particular section is
completely unfolded, in order to form a coherent
thematic unity. Otherwise, the more ancient
personality is situated at the beginning of every
section.

The aspect of the right circle can vary a lot from
one painter to another. This is essentially due to two
reasons. Firstly, the different painters are not equally
represented in the Wikipedia space. Some have a vast
and complex network of references, while others are
barely mentioned. Secondly, according to the
specificities of their career, the painters are not
equally involved in the different semantic sections.
For example, Dutch painter Arnold Houbraken is not
well-known for his paintings but rather for the
numerous biographies he published. Thus, in the
Houbraken’s circle, the “human-male-painter”
section occupies a disproportionally big space, while
all the other sections are small. The Vasari Diagram
underlines the gaps between the networks of popular
painters and the ones of less known painters. It
creates an eloquent contrast between circles and
categories. Notably, the diagram is updated every
month and the features of the painter’s circles can
change overtime as a result of the dynamic nature of
the Wikipedia pages.
In the right circle, the colors, arranged always in
the same order, indicate the increasing number of
references within a section. The savoy blue always
corresponds to the section with the largest number of
references. In most cases, like here in the Bernini’s
circle, the majority of Wikipedia references occur in
the “human” section. But for some painters another
section can appear more important and will be then
colored in savoy blue, while the “human” will be, for
instance, in red. The colors hierarchy provides
immediate information about the quantitative
importance of the different semantic fields in which
the painter is involved.
The folding and unfolding functionality of the
circle on the right allows focusing on a significant
quantity of information, without loss of readability
and user comfort. Different configurations are
possible in accordance with the painter’s network
and the specific interest of the user. The flexibility
and the upgradable function of the Vasari Diagram
ensure efficient and long-term working.
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The succession of colors is always the same and it indicates the decreasing
number of references within a section, specific to each painter
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2. Ultramodern reception of old masters:
transcultural and transhistorical connections
What is the place of old masters in today societies?
How do they influence contemporary creation and
cultures? The recent part of the “human” section
reveals a large number of personalities, whose
Wikipedia pages mention old masters for different
reasons. There are artists, film directors,
photographers, writers, actors, journalists and many
others, referring to painters either because they have
declared to be influenced and inspired by them or
because they created some production containing a
concrete quote of the painter’s work and/or life. Even
though, these references can be of various degrees of
importance, they constitute a generous ground for
studying the transcultural and transhistorical

connexions in which are involved old masters. This
Wikipedia horizon could be a continuation of
historical reception studies, emphasizing the dynamic
and unexpected nature of social and cultural quotes.
In the example of Francisco Goya’s circle, some
of the personalities we can find are: French
philosopher Michel Foucault, known to have
decorated his walls with Goya’s horrific etchings,
while studying at the ENS University; Israeli actress
Natalie Portman, playing a major role in the movie
Goya’s Ghost; American artist Joan Brown, inspired
by Goya’s art through a moment of serious illness;
and Belgian artist Graba’, author of a reinterpretation
of the Black Paintings.
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The “Wikimedia list article” section also provides an
interesting view on contemporary reception of old
masters, by the means of various classifications and
categories. It reveals, in a way, the encyclopedic
extent of the painters, related not only to Art History
but also to many other fields and social contexts.
Considering this section can contribute to evaluate
their place in society. In the example selected here –
Vincent van Gogh’s circle – it is possible to see
references to the painter’s heritage in a large variety
of areas such as “List of people on the postage
stamps of Central African Republic”, “List of

University of Oklahoma buildings”, “List of
historical opera characters”, “List of stolen
paintings”, “Tim Roth filmography”, “List of singleartist museums”, “List of films featuring the
destruction of art and cultural heritage”, “List of last
words”, “List of suicides”, “List of most expensive
paintings”, “List of craters on Mercury” and “List of
minor planets named after people”. Old masters
renown is widespread and emblematic for the way
contemporaneous societies constantly reinterpret
ancient references.
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3. Gender Studies in Art History
The possibility to study how women painters are
related to numerous historical and current female
personalities is a unique opportunity for improving
Gender epistemology in Art history. Those specific
networks, highlighted by the “human-female” section
of the Vasari Diagram, demonstrate a higher rate of
common references among female personalities.
While in the circles of male painters, this section
tends to be significantly smaller than the “humanmale” section, in the women painters’ circles, it is
mostly equivalent or even larger. This is the case for
example in the graphs of Artemisia Gentileschi,
Sofonisba Anguissola and Rosa Bonheur. It is often
due to mutual exemplification and it contributes to
increase knowledge about female creators of ancient
periods, remained in shadow, and their
connectedness to current practices and gender values.
The female historical networks also reveal that these
figures are not as isolated as they could appear but
involved in larger relationships.

In the circles of male painters, the “female”
section emphasizes the specific connections to
women patrons and art collectors, known family
members and, especially, the influence on current
women artists. The gender aspect of the Vasari
graphs highlights specific transhistorical affiliations,
not only artistically but also as social and political
symbols.
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4. Art History didactics: general networks
and reversed monographies
The ancient part of the “human” section in the Vasari
graph offers a unique reversed perspective on the
painter’s life. In traditional monographic approaches,
the painter’s life is always the starting point and then
different personalities are gradually emerging around
him. In the Vasari Diagram we go in the other
direction, starting from the biographies of the
surrounding personalities and discovering how their
life path encounters the painter of interest. This
reversed and implicit form of monography offers a
deeper and more embodied vision on the historical
context.
In Caravaggio’s circle, for instance, the ancient
part of the “male – non-painter” category contains
different ecclesiastics, composers, noblemen,
architects, collectors, etc. The Cardinal del Monte,

for example, one of the major figures appearing in
Caravaggio’s monographies, was obviously not only
the painter’s patron. This was just one aspect of his
life and probably not the most important one from
the cardinal’s point of view. For some other
personalities, such as the composer Jacques Arcadelt
the relation with Caravaggio is a matter of a small
detail, namely the authorship of the sheet music
represented in the Lute Player. Discovering the
biographies of Cardinal del Monte and Jacques
Arcadelt, independently from Caravaggio’s life and
as if they were equally important, could provide an
interesting insight on the historical context and on
the complex cultural environment in which the
painter was working.

The Vasari Diagram highlights a top down approach
where the painter’s biography could deploy more
organically. The personalities of the “human” section
are organized chronologically and divided to women
and men, and to painter and non-painter. But the

graph doesn’t reveal the importance of every one of
them according to the painter’s life, encouraging
their equal consideration, which could result in new
forms of reflections.
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5. Iconographic Studies
The section dedicated to “artistic themes” reveals the
Wikipedia pages of topics where the painter has been
cited as an example. The size of this section can vary
a lot from one painter to another.
Inventorying and presenting in details different
iconographic themes is a growing area in Wikipedia
and we can expect that it will form, in short times, a
vast collection, suitable for iconographic studies. The

Vasari Diagram underlines not only traditional
themes in which the painter has worked but also
some sub-categories and more specific types of
representation. Following the networks of those
topics contribute to draw an insightful overview on
artistic representations and their evolution through
time.

In the case of the most popular painters, this
section is often on 4th place it terms of size, coming
after the sections “human”, “Wikimedia list article”
and “art museum”. Andrea Mantegna’s circle
contains, for instance, fourteen pages, such as
Judgment of Solomon, Baptism of Jesus, Horses in

art, Harrowing of Hell and Hand of God. In other
painters’ circles, this same section can be much
smaller but, in any cases, it directs towards
significant subjects and can constitute a good first
introduction to the painter’s work.
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6. Art historians and historiography
In the Wikipedia networks of old masters, we
encounter numerous art historians of different
periods. Thus, the Vasari graphs provide a glimpse
on historiography and to what extend it is integrated
in public knowledge. Art historians can be usually
found in the “non-painter” sections of the right big
circle. Different aspects of historiography can be
emphasized. It is possible to consider art historians
from previous periods, female art historians, recent

art historians, etc. In Diego Velazquez’s circle, we
can find for example Enriqueta Harris, Jonathan
Brown, William B. Jordan and Richard Muther. This
aspect of the graph can be particularly helpful for
students, highlighting the key specialists of every
painter. Furthermore, it provides information on how
the discipline evolved within different historical
periods, contributing to the history of art history.
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7. Collectors and museums

Studying museum collections as such is not a
frequent method in general Art history. The survey of
major art institutions can occur in some specific
programs, as in museology or curation for instance,
but usually students discover museums in a fortuitous
and indirect manner. The advantage of the “art
museum” section of the Vasari Diagram is the
possibility to englobe, in a single glance, most of the
collections where the painter’s work is present. It
puts the accent on the geographic amplitude of the
areas where its artworks can be seen and it offers the
possibility to get familiarized with multiple museums
through the perspective of a single painter.
It is also possible to discover multiple ancient and
current art collectors in the “human” section, as well
as private and other types of collections in the section
“art collection”.

8. Stylistic networks: a tangled matter
with multiple inputs
The names of old painters are associated with many
different styles and movements that are not
necessarily the ones they performed in. The reason
why a specific painter appears in the Wikipedia page
of a specific movement can be based on contrast,
rupture, opposition, counter-example, etc. Therefore,
by considering the section “art movement” of the
Vasari circle, the user can follow an interesting
historical rhetoric of stylistic roots, consequences and
debates. For example, Italian Renaissance painter
Raphael finds himself connected, among others, to
“Early Netherlandish painting”, “Gothic art”, “Color
field” and “New French Extremity”.
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The Vasari Diagram is all about associating
information in different ways. The amount of data
about old masters in Wikipedia is such that it needs
to be approached with adapted graphical tools, able
to provide functional balance between clarity and
exhaustiveness. Multiple analytical perspectives can
be initiated from those connections. Speaking about
analytical design, the statistician Edward Tufte

recommends to “compare multivariate data, to
integrate and document evidence, to reason about
dynamics, mechanism, causality”, (Beautiful
Evidence, 2006, p. 137). The Vasari Diagram
highlights the multiple ways in which old masters
networks can be explored, providing constantly
evolving insights.
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